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KOTARO NUKAGA is pleased to present Kyoji 
Takubo’s solo exhibition “Sensory Cells 2019” 
from August 24 to October 5. 
 
This retrospective traces Takubo’s creative 
journey to realize what he calls ‘Sensory Cells’ 
through works from every stage of his career, 
including the early objets d’art in the 1970s 
and the original paintings for the more recent 
project of a mural mosaic at the University of 
Sacred Heart, Tokyo. 
 
Takubo has built a reputation as one of the 
most important Post Mono-ha artists with his series of performances in the early 1970s. At the Venice Biennale in 1984, he 
represented Japan presenting sculptures made from scrap wood engraved with traces of actions and memories, which was 
then covered with gold foil.  
With ‘Absolute Scene ‒ 1987’ as a turning point, he started to dedicate himself to long term projects in which he would attach 
himself closely to specific landscapes. The restoration of a small abandoned chapel in Normandy took him 11 years after he 
moved to the village in France with his family. 
 
After returning to Japan, with his creative force still driving strong, he has been undertaking many projects including ‘The 
Kotohirayama Regeneration Project’ in Shikoku and the large-scale mural mosaic project at the University of Sacred Heart. His 
ongoing creative journey led him to a unique concept in which he aims to achieve ‘Landscape Art’ with ‘Sensory Cells’. The cells 
which exist in his daily life, will then unite with the surroundings and history of a certain place, and will keep regenerating to live 
even after the death of the artist. The oeuvre of Takubo is intrinsically the result of the interaction between the artist and his 
‘Sensory Cells’. 
 
In this exhibition, ‘Sensory Cells’ are visualized as square blocks called CORQ® spread over the gallery floor, and will be 
rearranged by the artist several times, as well as during the opening reception on September 7. Sharing the process of 
regeneration at the gallery in addition to the exhibition featuring drawings, objets d’art, a model of ‘the chapel of the apple 
trees’ and more, the show encourages the viewer to perceive ‘Sensory Cells’ in every work. 
 
 
■Exhibition Outline 
Title ：Sensory Cells 2019 
Artist：Kyoji Takubo 
Date：August 24 Sat   ‒  October 5 Sat, 2019 
Open Hours：11:00～18:00 (Tue, Wed, Thu + Sat)   11:00～20:00 (Fri)   ※Closed on Sun, Mon and Public Holidays 
Open Studio：September 7 Sat, 2019  17:00～              
Private View：September 7 Sat, 2019  18:00～ in presence of the artist 
 
 
■Venue 
KOTARO NUKAGA  TERRADA Art Complex 3F, 1-33-10 Higashi-Shinagawa, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo, 140-0002, Japan  
 
Access：8 - minutes walk from Tokyo Waterfront Area Rapid Transit Rinkai Line "Tennoz Isle Station" B Exit 
        10 - minutes walk from Tokyo Monorail Haneda Airport Line "Tennoz Isle Station" South Exit 
         8 - minutes walk from Keikyu Line "Shinbanba Station" North Exit 
         3 - minutes walk from Toei bus "Tennozu bashi bus stop"  
     (Take the Toei bus  "品 91 or 品 98" from "Shinagawa Station" Konan Exit ) 

Kyoji Takubo

2019.8.24 [Sat] - 10.5 [Sat]

Sensory Cells 2019



■About the Artist 
Kyoji Takubo  

Kyoji Takubo (°1949, Ehime) studied painting at Tama Art University. He 
started his career as an artist in 1971, exhibiting 5 series of solo shows ‘Image 
Judgement’at the galleries in Tokyo. In 1980s he focused on the creation of 
objets d’art, and represented Japan in the 41st Venice Biennale. 
 
Furthermore, in collaboration with architect Ryoji Suzuki and photographer 
Shigeo Anzai, he produced the project ‘Absolute Scene - 1987’ showing 
viewers the process of tearing down two old houses. This project took him far 
in his artistic odyssey to explore works involved with architecture which arose 
with memories and history ingrained in a specific place. 

 
From 1989, moving to Normandy, France, with his family, he devoted 11 years to the restoration of a small abandoned chapel. For the 
project of ‘La Chapelle des Pommiers’, Takubo received Officer of the Order of Arts and Letters from the French Minister of Culture. 
After returning to Japan, he has been undertaken the restoration of the whole sanctuary of Kompira-san shrine in Shikoku and many 
other projects producing ‘Landscape Art’ that will live even after the disappearance of the artist. 
 
He has exhibited at galleries and museums including Museum of Contemporary Art Tokyo and Ohara Museum. His work is in the 
permanent collections of The National Museum of Art, Osaka, The Museum of Art, Ehime, etc. 
Visiting professor in Tama Art University, Distinguished Guest Scholar in University of the Sacred Heart Tokyo. 
 
■Featured Key Works 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
■About KOTARO NUKAGA 
Established in the fall of 2018, KOTARO NUKAGA endeavors to introduce Japanese and international contemporary artists to new 
audiences.  In doing so, KOTARO NUKAGA exhibits works by artists who not only historically contextualize their work, but also pose 
questions about contemporary society.  In their unique ways, these artists therefore challenge the viewer in various ways to see the 
world around them in a different light.  Situated in TERRADA Art Complex in Tennoz, an area of Tokyo that has fast become a central 
location for contemporary art, KOTARO NUKAGA is NUKAGA GALLERY’s fourth location.   
Learn more at https://www.kotaronukaga.com/en/ 
 
 
■Press Contact Details 
For more information, please contact: Shion Inaba, Ryoko Kurachi 
EMAIL：info@kotaronukaga.com  URL：www.kotaronukaga.com  TEL： +81(0)3 6433 1247  FAX：+81(0)3 6433 1257 

Instagram：https://www.instagram.com/kotaro_nukaga/ 

Facebook：https://www.facebook.com/kotaronukaga.tennoz/ 

CALPIS 
Glass bottle, Paper 
1974 
7.5 x 7.5 x 30 cm 

Sensory Cells  
CORQ® (Colten steel) 
Variable size (10 x 10 x 2.5 cm each) 

MAQUETTE DE LA CHAPELLE - DEUXIEME PLAN 
Katsura wood, lead board, balsa wood, plexiglass 
1989 
56.5 x 160.0 x 91.0 cm 


